Numerical Analysis of the Characteristics of Gas Explosion Process in Natural Gas Compartment of Utility Tunnel Using FLACS
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Abstract: With the rapid urbanization in China, directly buried municipal pipelines have been gradually replaced by urban utility tunnels due to a serious shortage of urban underground spaces and weak disaster prevention of traditional municipal pipelines. The urban utility tunnels normally contain electricity pipelines, natural gas pipelines, heat pipelines, sewer pipelines, etc. If a natural gas pipeline leaks, a fire and explosion might occur and lead to serious consequences. In this study, the characteristics of gas explosion in a natural gas compartment of urban utility tunnel are investigated based on FLACS (Flame Acceleration Simulator) simulations. The results revealed that the flame profile undergoes two unstable flame stages. When the ignition position is set at the middle area (100.25, 1.2, 1.4 m) of the 200 m-long natural gas compartment, the maximum overpressure of the gas explosion in the 200 m-long natural gas compartment is 25.17 bar, which is the largest maximum overpressure under all gas explosion simulation setups. It is also found that the length of the natural gas compartment and different ignition positions have slight effects on the maximum overpressure. This study could provide technical support for structural strength design and division of the fireproofing area of the natural gas compartment in the utility tunnel, which is of great significance to improve urban safety during sustainable development.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid urbanization in China in recent years, the urban population is significantly increasing. To meet the daily needs of the city citizens, the number of urban underground municipal pipelines continues to increase. This leads to a series of problems, such as a serious shortage of urban underground space, increasing difficulty in maintenance and management of municipal pipelines and weak disaster resistance of municipal pipelines, which restricts the sustainable development of the city. In order to solve these problems, urban utility tunnels have been promoted by the government and become an important underground facility for solving the layout of various pipelines in the city. According to recent statistics, the new construction mileage of utility tunnels has been more than 2000 km since 2016 [1], and some urban utility tunnels have come into service. Urban utility tunnels are underground structures and ancillary facilities with a feeding port, intake shaft, outtake shaft, entrance for persons, ventilation, and monitor, which can hold two or more urban engineering pipelines (electricity pipelines, telecommunicate pipelines, heat pipelines, sewer pipelines, etc.). The common constructions of urban utility tunnels include a natural gas compartment, comprehensive compartment, high voltage compartment, and drainage compartment, as shown in Figure 1. Urban utility tunnels...
can make better use of the urban underground spaces, avoided repeated excavations and enhanced pipeline disaster resistance, which helps to create a good city environment during urbanization.

Figure 1. The internal structure of an urban underground utility tunnel.

The urban utility tunnels set multiple pipelines in one tunnel, which could lead to the concentration of multiple hazards (electricity, sewage, high-pressure heat, gas, etc.). The leakage of a natural gas pipeline in natural gas compartment would result in a hazardous zone where a fire and explosion might occur and lead to serious consequences. Thus, the natural gas compartment is one of the most dangerous compartments in urban utility tunnels. In recent years, a number of natural gas pipeline accidents have occurred, i.e., Kaohsiung gas explosion in 2014 [2], causing serious casualties and property losses.

In the past decade, the research on loss prevention and control of urban utility tunnels mainly focuses on hazard identification and risk assessment. Canto-Perello et al. sorted out the hazards involved in the operation space of urban utility tunnels, including the electricity pipeline, sewer pipeline, heat pipeline, gas pipeline, and so on, proposed corresponding countermeasures, and conducted risk analysis on possible threats to urban utility tunnels through the expert system [3–5]. Chen et al. analyzed the structural response of urban utility tunnels under the action of seismic waves [6,7]. At present, there is little research work on natural gas leakage, combustion, and explosion in urban utility tunnels. Zhang et al. analyzed the fire risk types and characteristics of urban utility tunnels and put forward a high expansion foam system for reducing fire loss [8]. However, for the study on gas pipeline leakage and explosion, many scholars have obtained many achievements through theoretical analysis, experimental research, numerical simulations, and other technical means. However, these research achievements on gas combustion and explosion in tunnels do not take any facilities and dynamic ventilation conditions into consideration. Kundu et al. analyzed and summarized several characteristic processes of methane–air mixture combustion and explosion in pipelines and the effects of obstacles on deflagration and detonation [9]. Ibrahim et al. studied the effect of obstacles on overpressure of deflagration [10]. Li et al. presented the propagation characteristics of premixed gas flame under different blocking rates [11,12]. Gamezo et al. evaluated the effects of obstacles interval on deflagration-to-detonation transition and studied the natural gas detonation characteristics and examined the detonation limit [13,14]. Gutiérrez Marcantoni et al. studied the effects of chemical
models on methane–air detonation by numerical simulation [15]. Nie et al. found out the chemical kinetics of the methane explosion process and its influencing factors [16]. Ajrash et al. studied the combustion and explosion characteristics of mixed fuel in a chamber [17]. Xiao et al. investigated the flame propagation characteristics of hydrogen–air mixture in a duct through experimental technical means [18]. Ma et al. presented the explosion characteristics of a mixture of methane, hydrogen, and air [19–21]. Wang et al. used large eddy simulation to investigate the propagation characteristics of explosion waves in coal mine [22]. Unsteady premixed flame propagation around obstacles was analyzed by large eddy simulation, and it is found that the obstacles have important effects on unsteady flame propagation during the explosion process [23–25]. Obstacles cause the vortices to dictate the flame variation, which leads the initially laminar flame to various turbulent combustion. Therefore, the rate of flame propagation and pressure were intensified [26,27]. In addition, the phenomenon of flame/turbulence is also in the hydrogen/methane explosion process, which presents stronger explosion violence [28,29].

According to the literature review above, the current studies on tunnel gas explosion seldom take into account complex equipment and ventilation conditions. However, natural gas compartment in the utility tunnel is equipped with gas pipelines, fire extinguisher boxes, distribution box, and metal brackets, and there is also dynamic ventilation in the natural gas compartment. The layout of these facilities and dynamic ventilation conditions can have a great impact on the characteristics of overpressure and flame propagation during the gas explosion process. In the past decades, FLACS (Flame Acceleration Simulator) has been a widely used numerical tool for effectively simulating the natural gas explosion process. So, it is feasible to study the explosion process in natural gas compartment by using FLACS. FLACS software is a simulation tool developed based on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) technology, which effectively predicts the overpressure characteristics of gas explosion accidents. Vyazmina et al. researched effects of concentration, obstruction vent area, and ignition position on hydrogen vented explosions, and the simulation results are compared with the recent published experimental results to verify the feasibility of the software and provide suggestions for the application of the engineering model and FLACS [30]. Angers et al. utilized FALCS software to model hydrogen explosion characteristics on a pressure swing adsorption device [31]. Lv et al. studied the maximum explosion overpressure of gas in LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) storage tank areas by numerical simulations and experiments [32]. Davis used FLACS to study the characteristics of gas explosion in the complicated coal mine roadway [33]. Hansen et al. used FLACS to simulate the gas explosion, and compared the simulation results with the experiment data to prove the software feasibility in predicting the explosions [34,35].

For the study of gas explosion process in the natural gas compartment, in this paper, FLACS is used to simulate the gas explosion process in the natural gas compartment. The characteristic parameters in the explosion process (overpressure distribution and flame propagation laws) are analyzed and examined. Furthermore, the characteristics of gas explosion in different natural gas compartments of different lengths are compared to analyze the effects of the division of the fireproofing area. By changing the ignition positions in the same natural gas compartment, gas explosion overpressure characteristics caused by different ignition points were analyzed. The results could provide technical support for structural strength and safety design of the urban utility tunnel in China.

2. Methodology

2.1. FLACS-Explore

FLACS software is a simulation tool developed based on CFD (computational fluid dynamics) technology, which has been widely applied in gas explosion, powder explosion, LNG (liquefied natural gas) overflow, dangerous gas leakage and diffusion, and so on, and it has been also recognized by authoritative international standards [36]. In the field of gas explosion safety analysis, simulation results of FLACS software are demonstrated with good agreement to experiment data [32,34,37].
FLACS software comprises three parts. The first part is called CASD (computer aided scenario design), a preprocessor, that utilizes the input data to define the explosion model for computing simulation. This part contains the computational grid, porosities, geometry model, and scenarios. The second part is called the FLACS simulator, the core solver of the software, which is used to solve the Navier–Stokes equations and add different model modifications. The third part, known as the Flowvis version, a postprocessor is used to present the numeral computing results in a visual way. It can show all tunnels consequence with two dimensions or three dimensions.

In FLACS software, a finite volume method is used to solve the compressible conservation equations on a 3D Cartesian grid. Gas explosion is a very complicated process with chemical reaction. To simplify the computation, the combustion process was calculated by considering only the one-step reaction, the gas that was replaced by methane in the natural gas compartment was settled as the ideal gas heat and inflates, which can be expressed by the continuity equation, momentum equation, energy equation, turbulence kinetic energy equation, turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate equation, fuel composition equation, and mixture composition equation in FLACS software. It could be generally presented as [37,38]:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho \phi) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\rho u_j \phi) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \Gamma_{\phi} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x_j} \right) + S_{\phi}, \quad \Gamma_{\phi} = \frac{u_{eff}}{\sigma_{\phi}}. \tag{1}
\]

This is the actual form of the conservation equations solved by finite volume-based CFD programs to calculate the flow pattern and associated scalar fields. Where \( \phi \) is the general solver variable (includes mass, momentum, energy, etc.); \( \rho \) is the gas density; \( x_j \) is the integration in the j direction; and \( u_j \) is the velocity vector in j direction; \( \Gamma_{\phi} \) is the diffuse number; where the \( S_{\phi} \) is source item; where the \( u_{eff} \) is the effective viscosity; and \( \sigma_{\phi} \) is Prandtl number which is a dimensionless number.

In FLACS software, the k-epsilon model is used to model turbulence in explosion and the beta model is used to model the change of combustion reaction rate, which can be confirmed for the simulation explosion process effectively. Discrete equations are derived by the control volume integral method. Staggered grid technique is used, central difference scheme is used for diffusion term, and mixed difference scheme is used for convection term, local linearization method is used for source term. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) pressure correction algorithm is applied and extended to the additional source term of the compression work for the enthalpy equation of compressible flow. The special flame acceleration solver is used to solve the explosion shock wave, which can take into account the interaction and influence of the flame with the gas pipeline, fire extinguisher boxes, distribution box, etc., and can directly calculate the gas explosion shock wave [37,38].

2.2. Scenario Description

According to the Technical Code for Utility-tunnels Engineering (GB50838-2015) [39], the spacing of fire isolation doors in the natural gas compartment should be less than 200 m to form the independent fire compartment. Meanwhile, two escape-vent hatches with an internal diameter of less than 1 m should be set at both ends of each independent fire compartment, one is for incoming wind and the other is for outgoing wind, and the normal ventilation and ventilation frequency of the natural gas compartment should be less than 6 air circulation ratios. In order to study the characteristics of gas overpressure in natural gas compartments of different lengths, the 100, 200, and 300 m-long natural gas compartments were selected in the simulation setups. The leakage scenario was set to model the ventilation condition, the area of the leakage hole was set as 0.785 m². According to Equation (2), the leakage velocities were 0.8, 1.6, and 2.4 m/s, respectively:

\[
v = \frac{\eta \times V}{3600},
\]
where \( n \) is air circulation ratios; and \( V \) is the volume of natural gas compartment without considering the volume of different devices for simplifying the computing; \( v \) presents the wind velocity of the escape-vent hatch.

The geometry of the natural gas compartment was built based on GB50838-2015 [39] and referred to the actual without any scaling. The cylinders and boxes were set in the tunnel for modeling different devices (gas pipeline, fire extinguisher boxes, distribution box, metal brackets, and backup line). The fire extinguisher boxes were modeled as 0.7 m × 0.44 m × 0.21 m box and set every 20 m. The distribution box was settled every beginning of the fire compartment. The cement support system simulates as the configuration in every 6.6 m. The gas pipeline above the cement support system was 0.25 m in diameter and the section of backup line were set as 0.11 m × 0.22 m, the length of the gas pipeline and backup line was as long as independent fire compartment in natural gas compartment. All geometries were designed to model real devices with positions and dimensions, as shown in Figure 2.

To model the worse operating condition for gas explosion overpressure in practice, 9.5% methane and 90.5% air volume fraction was being filled in the whole natural gas compartment [40], the initial pressure and temperature in the natural gas compartment were 1 bar and 20 °C to model the normal operating of the natural gas compartment. To ensure numerical stability and with conformity to FLACS validation work [38], value of the Courant–Friedrich–Levy number based on the sound velocity was 0.2 for the explosion simulations, EULER (Euler equations) was used for all boundary conditions in the case where the outflow of the momentum and continuity equations were solved on the boundary.

A simulation volume size was 300 m × 2.4 m × 2.8 m, 200 m × 2.4 m × 2.8 m, 100 m × 2.4 m × 2.8 m, which were used for three kinds of situations. In order to ensure the accuracy of the calculation results, and not to make the computer difficult to simulate, the number of grids in control volume in natural gas compartments of different lengths is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The number of grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of Natural Gas Compartment (m)</th>
<th>X-axis’ Grid Number</th>
<th>Y-axis’ Grid Number</th>
<th>Z-axis’ Grid Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In FLACS, ignition positions and monitoring points are set according to a grid, not geometry [38], the monitor points and the ignition positions are established in combination with the research purpose and in accordance with FLACS verification. Five monitoring points were set in each case in the natural gas compartment. The coordination position of monitoring points in different length natural gas compartment were listed in Table 2.
To compare and study effects of different ignition positions on methane–air explosion overpressure, these five points of 200 m-long in natural gas compartment were selected for research, as shown in Table 3, the \( P \) (pressure) and PROD (means mass fraction of combustion products, which is used to display the flame [38]) are set to the output variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ignition Point Number</th>
<th>X axis</th>
<th>Y axis</th>
<th>Z axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50.25</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.25</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150.25</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>199.75</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Propagation Characteristics of Gas Explosion in 200 m-Long Natural Gas Compartment

3.1.1. Propagation Characteristics of Gas Explosion in 200 m-Long Tunnel without Equipment and Ventilation Conditions

Figure 3 shows the development process of flame profile in a tunnel without taking into account any equipment and ventilation conditions. This mainly includes four typical fire profiles, namely spherical flame, finger flame, flat flame, and “tulip” flame. The simulation results are basically consistent with the results of many previous studies [18,41,42].

Figure 3. The development process of the flame profile in a tunnel without facilities.
As shown in Figure 4 and Table 4, the overpressure at monitoring point P5 was the highest, followed by monitor point P4, monitoring point P2, monitoring point P1, and monitoring point P3, and the maximum overpressure was generated between 0.754 and 0.948 s.

![Overpressure changed over time at five monitoring points in a tunnel.](image)

**Table 4.** The maximum overpressure value and the time at which it is generated at five monitor points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitor Point Number</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.8574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Propagation Characteristics of Gas Explosion in a 200 m-Long Natural Gas Compartment of Utility Tunnel

Figure 5 showed the development process of the flame profile in a natural gas compartment with the length of 200 m. It can be seen from Figure 5 that after the methane–air was ignited, in the stage of spherical flame, the development of the flame shape in the natural gas compartment was the same as that in the tunnel without equipment and ventilation conditions. Then, the flame profile gradually became unstable. This was because there are a variety of equipment and facilities in the natural gas compartment, and the corresponding dynamic ventilation conditions were set up, which aggravated the turbulence [9,11,25,27]. Then, the flame front profile underwent the stage of flat flame and “tulip flame”. Finally, the flame profile became unstable again due to ventilation.
As shown in Figure 6 and Table 5, the overpressure at monitoring point P4 was the highest, followed by monitor point P5, monitor point P3, monitor point P2, and monitor point P1, and the maximum overpressure was generated between 0.640 and 0.844 s.

It can be seen from Tables 4 and 5 that the average maximum overpressure of the five monitor points in the natural gas compartment was 14.618 bar, while the average maximum overpressure of
the five monitor points in the enclosure tunnel without equipment and ventilation conditions was 15.864 bar. This was because of the existence of vents in the natural gas compartment, which leads to the attenuation of the pressure wave [43], resulting in the average maximum overpressure of the five monitor points in the natural gas compartment being lower than the average maximum overpressure of the five monitor points in the enclosure tunnel without equipment and ventilation conditions.

The generation time of the maximum overpressure at five monitor points in the natural gas compartment was less than that of the maximum overpressure at five monitor points in the tunnel. This was because after a gas explosion in an enclosed tunnel without equipment and ventilation conditions, the flame from the ignition source expanded to the surrounding premixed gas. A strong chemical reaction occurred at the interface between the unburned gas and the flame front. The heated gas compressed the unburned gas. The pressure waves in the same direction along the flame front were generated. When the pressure wave reached the walls, it changed the original propagation direction, different pressure waves were superimposed on each other to produce maximum overpressure. However, there was a variety of equipment and there is a state of dynamic ventilation in the natural gas compartment, which increased the probability of pressure wave reflection, thus accelerating the occurrence of maximum overpressure [44]. Meanwhile, the equipment (obstacles) and vent conditions cause vortex during the premixed flame propagation along its path in the natural gas compartment. The coupling of flame and vortex results in maximum overpressure and flame deformation [26,27].

3.2. Gas Explosion Overpressure Characteristics of Different Length of Natural Gas Compartments in Utility Tunnel

In order to investigate the effects of the length of the natural gas compartment on explosion overpressure, 100 m-long natural gas compartment, 200 m-long natural gas compartment, and 300 m-long natural gas compartment were built and set in the modeling, and the maximum overpressure at the five monitoring points among three length natural gas compartment setups were to estimate worse explosion condition.

The relationship of overpressure changing with time at five monitor points and the maximum overpressure at five monitoring points of three natural gas compartments of different lengths are shown in Figure 7 and Table 6. The average overpressure at the five monitoring points of the 100 m-long natural gas compartment was the highest, followed by the natural gas compartment with the length of 200 m, and the natural gas compartment with the length of 300 m. They are 16.308 bar, 14.618 bar, and 13.942 bar, respectively. However, there are slight differences between the average overpressure at the five monitoring points among three lengths of natural gas compartment simulations setups, which means that the division of the fireproofing area of the natural gas compartment should be based on a comprehensive consideration of finances and safety.
Figure 7. Overpressure changed over time at five monitoring points in the natural gas compartments of different lengths: (a) 300 m-long natural gas compartment, (b) 200 m-long natural gas compartment, (c) 100 m-long natural gas compartment.
3.3. Gas Explosion Overpressure Characteristics with Different Ignition Positions in 200 m-Long Natural Gas Compartment

In order to simulate methane–air explosion overpressure characteristics caused by different ignition points, five ignition position setups in a 200 m-long natural gas compartment were selected as shown in Table 3. The maximum overpressure at each monitoring point were chosen to evaluate the worse explosion case.

From Figure 8 and Table 7, it can be seen that the maximum overpressure generated at monitoring point 3 with the ignition set up in position 3 is the largest, which is 25.17 bar. The average maximum overpressure of five monitoring points with the ignition set in position 3 is the highest, and the average maximum overpressure at monitoring point 3 among five ignition position setups is the highest, which suggests that the center area in the natural gas compartment should receive more attention. However, the average maximum overpressure at five monitoring points in each ignition position setup were in the range of 13.65 to 15.77 bar, and the average maximum overpressure with five ignition position setups in each monitoring point were in the range of 13.456 to 15.77 bar, which indicates that the ignition position slightly affects the explosion maximum overpressure.

### Table 6. The maximum overpressure at five monitoring points of three different lengths of the natural gas compartment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Overpressure (bar)</th>
<th>Monitor Point P1</th>
<th>Monitor Point P2</th>
<th>Monitor Point P3</th>
<th>Monitor Point P4</th>
<th>Monitor Point P5</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300 m-long natural gas compartment</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>18.08</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>13.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 m-long natural gas compartment</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>19.72</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>14.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 m-long natural gas compartment</td>
<td>20.56</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>16.308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 8. Maximum overpressure changed at different ignition positions in the 200 m-long natural gas compartment.

### Table 7. The maximum overpressure at five monitoring points under five different ignition positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Overpressure (bar)</th>
<th>Monitor Point P1</th>
<th>Monitor Point P2</th>
<th>Monitor Point P3</th>
<th>Monitor Point P4</th>
<th>Monitor Point P5</th>
<th>Average Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ignition position 1</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>19.72</td>
<td>16.79</td>
<td>14.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition position 2</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>13.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition position 3</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>25.17</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>14.66</td>
<td>15.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition position 4</td>
<td>22.16</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>12.03</td>
<td>14.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Value</td>
<td>15.126</td>
<td>13.456</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>13.856</td>
<td>14.742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions

In this paper, FLACS was used to study the characteristics of the gas explosion process in the natural gas compartment of a utility tunnel. The overpressure distribution of gas explosion and the flame propagation law were investigated. Gas explosion overpressure characteristics of different fire compartments were taken into consideration and the effects of different ignition positions in the 200 m-long natural gas compartment and explosion process were evaluated. The main findings are concluded as follows:

(a) The flame profile undergoes regular changes in the natural gas compartment of a utility tunnel, which mainly includes five stages (spherical flame, unstable flame, flat flame, tulip flame, and unstable flame). When the ignition position is set at the middle area of 200 m-long natural gas compartment (100.25, 1.2, 1.4 m), the maximum overpressure of the gas explosion in the 200 m-long natural gas compartment is 25.17 bar, which is the largest maximum overpressure under all gas explosion simulation setups. This information will provide important technical support for structural strength design of the natural gas compartment of the utility tunnel.

(b) The average maximum overpressure in natural gas compartments of different lengths had a small difference, so the division of the fireproofing area in the utility tunnels could consider both financial cost and safety.

(c) The ignition positions do not significantly affect the maximum explosion overpressure. This can provide suggestions for setting loss prevention measures.

In the present work, we mainly focus on analyzing the characteristics of the methane–air explosion propagation in the natural gas compartment. How to suppress gas explosion overpressure and quench flame propagation will be our future research focus.
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